
THE HIDDEN GEM OF ALKAZEMI ARABIANS

Kuwait has amazing people with amazing 
Arabian horses. A trip there will certainly 
lead you to the discovery of several 

exceptional breeders and find some hidden gems. 
In Kuwait, people are extremely kind and very 
hospitable. The farms and breeding programs 
they are establishing are something startling. 
The fabulous Ezzain Arabians Stables owned by 
Mr. Usamah Alkazemi are by all means one of 
those places you do not want to miss out! The 
farm is the most stunning you may ever see and 
the horses themselves are as beautiful as you will 

find anywhere.  Usamah takes extra good care of 
his horses, some of which seem to come out of 
a fairytale fantasy. The name of Ezzain Arabians 
has long been associated with an extraordinary 
array of world champions in Straight Egyptians 
such as : Ezz Ezzain owned by Hanaya Stud; 
Nabaweyah Ezzain owned by Alrashediah Stud; 
Albaheiah Ezzain owned by Almaaly Stud, and, 
all of them were great champions in different 
shows. A visit to Ezzain Arabians would not be 
complete without meeting an incredible stallion 
like the young Bihnas Ezzain proudly owned 
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Nayyerah Ezzain
(Suror Ezzain x Ansata Suleyma)

Naqam Ezzain 
(Nk Qaswarah X Nayyerah Ezzain)

Ezz Ezzain 
(Ansata Almurtajiz X Najeiah)

NK Qaswarah
(NK Hafid Jamil x NK Nariman)

NK Nada
(Adnan x Nashua)

NK Qaswarah
(Nk Hafid Jamil X Nk Nariman)

Naqam and Manar Ezzain
(Bihnas sisters)

Nabaweyah Ezzain
(Ansata Almurtajiz X Nk Nakeebya)

Yaasoob Ezzain
(NK Qaswarah x NK Nada)

by Talal Alkazemi. Bihnas is a son of Yaasoob out of 
Nayyerah, as Yaasoob is a Qaswarah son out of NK 
Nada. From his sire, Bihnas has been impacted with 
extra length in all of his lines. Bihnas has inherited 
much of the classic look that is characteristic of the 
Dahman strain. He has a gorgeous luminous eyes, 
fully black with a wonderful shape, finely shaped 
nostrils and exquisite ears, small and tipped. There 
is harmony and balance present in this horse. Bihnas 
Ezzain has longer, muscled forearms and short cannon 
bones, which are becoming increasingly more difficult 
to find these days. He is compact, with a smooth and 
strong top line, balanced below with a well-sprung 
rib cage. He is a very correct young stallion with high 
level of refinement and an outstanding type. Bihnas 
carries some of the most precious and rarest pedigree 
in Straight Egyptian horses.
Today, Bihnas is in Italy where he is standing at the 
IATC Center of Paolo Capecci for the 2017 Breeding 

season. Here, a highly-qualified staff is taking care of 
him in all respects, first and foremost, that relating 
to his training and future champion career. At the 
Center specialized people are also dealing with the 
freezing of his semen thereby offering to all breeders, 
national and international, a big opportunity to 
breed their mares to this fantastic young stallion. On 
more than one occasion, Bihnas has already made 
his presence known in Europe, in particular, he was 
crowned Silver Champion stallion at the Egyptian 
Event held in Montefalco, Italy, during the Arabian 
Horse Spring Show this year 2016, and we are sure 
he is going to seize the heart of many other fellow 
breeders across the world. In closing, we all expect a 
lot for this upcoming young stallion to prove himself 
in future show rings to be a real winner and strongly 
believe that his offspring will be able to equate, or 
even perfect, the already extraordinary qualities of 
their sire.

Bihnas Ezzain
(two years old)
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